QUATUM MOTION IS EXPANDING…
Head of Talent and Media
Quantum Motion, a fast-growing quantum computing start-up based in London, is looking for a
Head of Talent and Media to design and implement our talent attraction strategy, expand internal
people processes and coordinate our media strategy. You will help us articulate our mission, vision,
purpose and core values to ensure a consistent message is received by all; whether they are
looking to work in the company, invest in the company or whether they already work here.
External facing work such as hiring and employer branding will be key parts of your role, but just as
importantly you will have a strong desire to develop our internal processes like performance and
objective setting, onboarding, diversity and inclusion to shape the Quantum Motion culture, and
nurture the outstanding talent we have within the company. This role offers a unique opportunity
to be part of one of Europe’s most exciting tech start-ups: we are harnessing the deep laws of
quantum physics to develop revolutionary computing hardware that can change the world.

Job Specification
Responsibilities
•

•

•
•
•

You will drive our talent attraction strategy and take the first steps towards shaping our employer brand,
including candidate communication, content, social media strategies and visuals. Overall creating an
exceptional candidate experience through to onboarding.
You will own media outreach for Quantum Motion, coordinating our website and social media and
developing a strategy for disseminating information from the Company to raise our profile amongst
candidates and other targeted groups
You will advise hiring managers on market nuances, role titles, salary benchmarks and offer decisions.
You will take a lead on HR matters within the company, from the performance management framework to
helping us set a fair and scalable approach to compensation in addition to managing HR operations
You will help build the staff culture within Quantum Motion, taking a lead on internal communications
and team building activities such as staff events and branding activities.

Desirable Experience
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have significantly scaled an engineering team and understand the challenges that come with that.
You have worked in a start-up reporting directly into the executive team and you thrive in high-growth,
rapidly changing environments.
You have contributed to talent development and retention, implementing policies and shaping internal
company culture
You are an enthusiastic storyteller who can internalize and voice the founders’ vision and pitch it to
candidates and external media in a genuine way
You have an eye for identifying talent that can help catapult Quantum Motion’s growth forward.
You believe in the power of data and have used it to make better decisions.
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Find out more / quantummotion.tech

Contact us / jobs@quantummotion.tech

